
Jerry’s rules for friends and dating his soul mate and lover. 

Things to understand about Jerry and his rules to live by. 

1: He is special and challenged but not like in the slow way but in his own special way. 

2: Jerry will stutter and be at a loss of word when he is inside the (TWO FOOT RULE) in the 

presents of his beautiful sexy smart kind hearted lover. 

3: Jerry because he is the genital man’s genital man will open the door for his beautiful lover. 

He will ask to hold her hand and kiss her. On a side note Jerry’s voice will crack from time to 

time not to be confused with puberty. Just to clear that up it cracks only when he is with his 

lover. 

Rule 1 friends can hold hands and kiss. It was once believed that friends couldn’t hold hand s or 

kiss but upon farther investigation of Jerry’s rules to live by page 6 sub section 12 line 29 and I 

quote “friends can hold hands and kiss”, So just to clarify kissing and holding hands in 

mandatory .Side note Jerry is right handed so he prefers to hold his lovers left hand so Jerry can 

be comfortable this might be the only rule Jerry has been known to bend on it but only for said 

lover. Again just like any other rule please refer to Jerry himself for a father more detailed 

explanation and a demo. 

Rule 2 Kissing of the neck is mandatory 

Kissing of the neck is very important in many ways Jerry himself has tested this on his lover and 

knows firsthand what it does to his lover. How over the top sexual frustrated it makes her 

which is very healthy. So not only is it mandatory but there are health benefits to. 

Rule 3 Boner shirts are not to be made fun of but should be enjoyed in great awww. 

Rule 4 Jerry will give his beautiful lover flower every chance he gets... 

The above rule replaces the old two foot rules that once upon a time stated 

The two foot rule applies on Tuesday in a no parking zone between 6 and 7 pm during a lunar 

eclipse when Venus is tilted .257 digress on its southern access. All other times said lover must 

be within two feet of Jerry. All violations will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of Jerry’s law. 

Once Jerry has made a ruling only he can change it. Last side note Jerry will only take sexual 

bribes from said lover. 



To be serious for a minute I hope u laugh at this and please remember they is not a thing I 

would not do for u I want to spend the rest of my life with you. I get lost when I look in your 

eyes I see what you nothing but true love. 

 

 

 

 

 


